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A family of linear models for learning in two-choice situations is considered. These 
models have in common the assumption that nonreward has no effect on response 
probability. The function r(p) that relates asymptotic probability of one of the responses 
to its initial probability is studied intensively. It is shown to be closely related to the 
total number x(p) of response alternations. The asymptotic probability of making 
the less favorable response is shown to be small when the learning rates associated 
with reward are small, Finally, some of the basic analytic function theoretic properties 
of r(p) are presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout this section we consider a two-choice (A, or A,) animal learning 
experiment where, on any trial, response A, is followed by reward (event EJ with 
probability rri > 0. Occurrence of Ai or E, on trial n is denoted Ai,n , or Ei,n , and a 
subject’s probability of A,,, is denoted p, . When correction or retracing is permitted 
after a nonreinforced response (an “error”), asymptotic A, response probability is 
found to depend on a number of factors, among them the species of the subject and the 
type of discrimination required (Bitterman, 1965). In such experiments reward has 
always been set up for exactly one of the two responses before each trial so that 
reinforcement is noncontingent, i.e., r1 = 1 - 7~~ = V. Noncorrection experiments 
using both contingent and noncontingent reinforcement, on the other hand, have 
consistently yielded very high asymptotic proportions of choices of the response with 
the highest probability of being rewarded (Behrend and Bitterman, 1961; Etterman, 
Wodinsky, and Candland, 1958; Brody, 1965; Meyer, 1960; Parducci and ?olt, 1958; 
Stanley, 1950; and Weinstock, North, Brody, and LoGuidice, 1965). 

The possibility has often been considered that the effect of nonreinforcement in 
these experiments might be nil or practically nil. This assumption, embedded within. 
linear learning models, has interesting consequences. When coupled with the auxiliary 
assumption that a reinforced correction response has the same effect on response 
probability as a reinforced original response, it leads to the transition rules 

\(I - @)P,. + 0, if Al,&,, or 4dk. 
pn”l = i(1 - @)p, , if &.lzE2,n or A1,,&,,, , (11 
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for p, . The probabilities that the first and second rows are applicable are easily seen 
to be rr and 1 - 71 respectively. This model is quite useful psychologically and quite 
well understood mathematically. It predicts probability matching: 

for any value p of p, . 
The corresponding linear model for the noncorrection experiment has transition 

equations 

I 

(1 - 4)Pn + 4 , if 4,JL 
P w-1 = (1 - &I Pn ) if 4&,, (2) 

P ?a> if 4,n4,n or JLnhnF 

1 >B,,&>O.Forthesakeofth e present discussion we suppose that t$ = 6, = 0, 
but the more general model, which might arise, for instance, if the magnitudes or 
delays of the rewards E1 and E, were unequal, is also treated below. The identity 
operator or absorbing barrier linear model (2) has been considered by many 
investigators (Brody, 1965; Bush and Mosteller, 1955, pp. 291-294; Weinstock et al., 
1965) in this setting with considerable success. (See the last two paragraphs of this 
paper for an observation that suggests that the model may have been more successful 
than the authors of the last paper realized.) There are no special difficulties in deriving 
predictions from this model either by mathematical approximation techniques (Bush 
and Mosteller, 1955, pp. 286-291; Mosteller and Tatsuoka, 1960) or by Monte Carlo 
methods (Brody, 1965; Weinstock et al., 1965). Nevertheless there are some large 
gaps in our knowledge about this model. The purpose of this paper is to fill some 
of these. 

The quantities 

(3) 
and 

x(p) = E, [total number of response alternations] (4) 

are of basic interest. There are practically no cases (i.e., special parameter values) 
for which simple formulas for y and x are known. The research reported below began 
as an attempt to provide the first proof that, in the equal theta case, the asymptotic 
probability of choosing the unfavorable side is small, at least when B is small; that is, 
y(p)+0 as B-0 if “a > ni, 8, = 19~ = 0, and 0 <p < 1. It developed into a 
fairly general investigation of the functions y and x. The lemmas of Sec. 2 provide 
the foundation for the subsequent development. The main result of Sec. 3 is a relation 
between x and y that essentially reduces the study of the former to that of the latter. 
The two special cases m1 = ~a = 1 and 8, = &, of this result are easily derivable 
from formulas relating the asymptotic probability of A, to the total number of runs 
of A,‘s that Bush (1959, Sets. 5 and 6) obtained by another method. In Sec. 4 bounds 
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are obtained for y that are sufficiently precise to permit deduction that the asymptotic 
probability of choosing the unfavorable side is small when the learning rates are small. 
The theorem of Sec. 5 is concerned with the analytic character of y. Most of the results 
of that section are extensions or refinements of those of Karlin (1953, Sec. 1 and S), 
who concentrated on the case rr = rz = 1. 

2. FUNDAMENTALS 

Throughout the remainder of the paper we will be concerned with the identity 
operator model (2) under the conditions 1 >, ~9~ ,19,, 7r1 , r8 > 0. 

For any (real valued) function C/ on [O,l] we define 1 z,L j by 

We let D be the class of all differentiable functions with bounded derivative on [ 
Such functions are necessarily continuous. If 4 E D, its norm j( 4 11 is defined by 

ll~ll = l#l t-I#‘l. 

Thus the relation limnqco // 4% - zj /[ = 0 for &, ,# E D is tantamount to the uniform 
convergence of 4% to 4 and of & to 16’. The operator 

maps D into D and is linear and positive (that is, it preserves nonnegative functions). 
It can be shown by a simple inductive argument that 

U”#(P> = %MPn+dL (6) 
0 < p < 1, where Un is the nth iterate of the operator U. 

Lemmas 1 and 2 below follow easily from the results of Norman (1968, see 
especially Subsection a of Sec. 3). 

LEMMA 1. The only absorbing states (barriers) of the Ma&ov process (pn]~Sl are 0 
and 1, The process converges with probability 1 to a random absorbing state p, . Tlze 
sequence {PJAl,,))~zl converges as n -+CO to 

r(P) = P,(Pm = I>* (7) 

The function y belongs to D and is the only continuous solution of the functional equation 

UY = Y (8) 
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that has the boundary values y(O) = 0 and y( 1) = 1. The function 

Ya,b(P) = 4 - r(P)> + b(P) 

is the only continuous function such that QI~,~ = Y&b, Y&b(O) = a, ad Ya,b(l) = b. 

There aye 01 < 1 and C <co such that 

forall$eDandn > 1. 

LEMMA 2. The total number Y of alternations between responses is jinite with prob- 
ability 1. In fact, fey any 0 < p < 1, E,[Y] <co. The function x(p) = E,[Y] belongs 
to D and is the unique continuous solution of the functional equation 

x(p) = (2 - &r, - 4TJlP(l -PI + Ux(P) (10) 

for which x(O) = x(l) = 0. 
Let X, be the indicator random variable for the event A,., . Since 

it follows that {X,j converges with probability 1. Let X, be the limiting random 
variable. Clearly X, E {O,l} with probability 1, and it is plausible that X, = p, 
with probability 1. To prove this we note that 

P&K, #Pm) = P,(& = 1,pm = 0) +p&L = o,p, = 1) 
= E,[Xm( 1 - ~m)l + Ed1 - Xm) pm1 
= & ~%F’n(l - PAI + ;E E&1 - Xn.) PA 

= J& 4@Kz(~ - PJ ~nll + 2% &[W - KJ P, I PJ 
= kz J%,[U -PA E[X, I PJI + ;E Ed~n(l - EL% I ~nl)l 
= 2 ;+i -&[(I - 9%) pm] = =,[(I - pm) pm] = 0. 

Therefore r(p) has the following behavioral interpretation: 

r(P) = p&G = 1). 

Since X:, is an indicator, X, = 1 means that X, = 1 for all but a finite number of 
n, i.e., A,,, for all but a finite number of n. A standard notation for the latter event is 
lim inf A,,, . Therefore y(p) = P,(lim inf AI,,). 
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If # E D with g(O) = 0 and $(l) = 1 (e.g., #(p) = p) then 

%MPm)3 = $vw - r(P)> + 1Cl(l)r(P) = Y(P). 

Thus (9) and (6) imply that Ij Un$ - y/I converges geometrically to 0 as n--zoo. 
This gives us an iterative method of approximating y that should be useful in numerical 
computations. 

The functions y and x and the operator U depend on four parameters. When it is 
necessary to call attention to the dependence on some of these parameters we use 
notations such as Y(P; ~,-r , T~J, &; 0, , 0,) rrr, v~), and U, 1’e2>“13r~ - The study of 
the dependence of y upon its parameters is considerably simphfied by the following 
lemma which states the obvious fact that the probability of absorption on response A, 
when the parameters are 8r , 8, , ~-r , and rz and p is the initial probability of A, 
is the same as the probability of absorption on A, when the parameters are 0, , 8, , 
v2 , and rr and p is the initial probability of A, so that 1 - p is the initial probability 
ofA,. 

LEMMA 3. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = l-41 -~9~,4,=~,4. 

Another proof of this equality is obtained by verifying that the function 

P(P) = 1 - di - P; 0, , 4 y T2 ,d 

belongs to D, and satisfies the functional equation 

and the boundary conditions ~(0) = 0, ~(1) = 1. We use a similar method to prove 
the following lemma, which is only slightly less obvious than the preceding one. 

LEMMA 4. For nny 0 < x < l/max(rr, , rr,), 

Y(Pi XTl, xv21 = Y(& “1 > r2). 

In other words, y depends on rr and 7r2 only through their ratio. 

Proof. The functional equation (8) for y(p; n1 , r2) is equivalent to 

(?P + 41 -PMP; Wl? 4 

= Tl~r((l - edp + 4; ml , T2) + r22(1 -P)Y(~ - e,)p; rl ,4 

Multiplying both sides by x we see that Y(P; rrI , 7~~) satisfies an equation equivalent 
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to the functional equation for r(p; xrl , XZ-a). Q.E.D. In particular, the absorption 
probability r($; V, V) for the case *I = ~a = v does not depend on V. 

We now describe a method that permits us to obtain bounds on the solutions y 
and x of the functional equations (8) and (10) by solving corresponding functional 
inequalities. 

DEFINITION. A function $J on [O,l] is superregular (regular, subregular) if and only 
;f #(P> a (=, a W(P) f OT all 0 < p < 1. These concepts are standard in the 
potential theory of Markov processes (see, for instance, Kemeny, Snell, and Knapp, 
1966). The next lemma shows the usefulness of these notions and justifies the 
terminology. 

LEMMA 5. Let 4 ED be superregular (subregular) with 4(O) = a and /I = b. 
Then G(P) >, (G) Y~,~(P), where DO is th e continuous regular function with y&O) = 
a and y&l) = b. 

Proof. Since $(p) > (<) U+(p) and U” is a positive linear operator, U”+(p) 3 
(<) U”+‘$(p) for all n 3 0. But 

& U”#(P) = -QMPm)l = YadP) 

by Lemma 1. Thus #(p) >, (<) y&p) for all 0 < p < 1. 

Lemma 5 implies the slightly more general Lemma 6. 

Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 6. Suppose that #, 9, and g E D, all three functions vanish at 0 and at 1, and 

while 

4(P) a (GAP) + u+(P), 

94P) = g(p) + UT(P)* 

Then#(p) > (G) y(p)forallO <P < 1. 

Proof. Let O(p) = 4(p) - y(p). Th en A E D, 4 is superregular (subregular), 
and d(0) = A(l) = 0. Hence by Lemma 5, 

4P) 3 (a Y&O(P) = 0, 

forall <p < 1. Q.E.D. 

We remark that Lemmas 5 and 6 generalize immediately to the general absorbing 
distance diminishing models treated by Norman (1968). 
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3. ALTERNATIONS 

Let I be the identity function on the real line: I(p) = p, and let B(p) = p( 1 - p). 
A simple computation yields the following important result. 

LEMMA 7. ix = I + (Op1 - Bp,)B. 

Taking 0,~~ = B,rr, and using the characterization of y given in Lemma 1, we obtain 

THEOREM 1. If 0,~~ = 0,~~ , then y = I. 

When 0,~r f Bzrrz Lemma 7 leads to a relation between y and x. 

THEOREM 2. If 8,~~ f tl,~-, , then 

Pmof. Let the function on the right be denoted F. Since I and y are continuous, 
F is too. And since I and y agree at 0 and 1, F(0) = F( 1) = 0. Finally 

by (8) and Lemma 7. So 

UF = F - (2 - B,G-~ - ~&T&B, 

which is equivalent to (10). Thus Lemma 2 implies x = F. QED. 

By evaluating both sides of (11) at the random point p, and taking expectations we 
obtain a relation 

E[Y] = 2 - b-1 - 82r2 (P(A,,,) - P(pm = I)) 
4% - 4nTT1 

between the three quantities E[Y], P(A,,,), and P(pm = 1) that does not depend 
on the distribution of p, . This relation can be tested empirically once 0, and 8, 
have been estimated. Alternatively, when 8r = 8, = 0, it can be used to estimate 8. 
Since the absorption probabilities are not changed when rI and 7~~ are both multiplied 
by the same constant, the quantity I’@,,,) - P(p= = 1) can be cancelled to obtain 

Elx)[Y] 2’ (2 - 44? + &P-J) __- 
E(S’)[Y] = x (2 - x’(61Tfl + 19‘gr2)) ’ 
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where the reinforcement probabilities corresponding to E(“)[Y] are ZCT~ and xna. 
In particular, if x and x’ are small, or 8r and t& are small, or some combination of the 
two, 

E(“‘[Y] x’ 
my-’ 

In Sec. 4 we use (11) and our results on the asymptotic behavior of y as the thetas 
become small to obtain an asymptotic expression for x. 

The next lemma will help us derive bounds for x when Bp, = t&n,. 

LEMMA 8. If 8,~~ = flzrr2 then 

(1 - 48, max(nl , ~~)jB(p) G uB(p) d (1 - f4& mW3 , n2MP). 

Proof. A straightforward computation shows that, for any 8,, da, rrl , and us , 

UB(p) = B(p){1 - [fh - %(l - %J3]p - Fkz - &(I - &)%l(l -P)& (12) 

When 8,~~ = Barr, this reduces to 

UB(P) = B(P){1 - h%P - ~l%U -PI>* 

Since 8s2r, = d&r, and B ra rr I = B,B,v, the lemma follows. Q.E.D. 

THEOREM 3. If Olnl = e2rrz , then 

2 - epi-~ - o‘,p2 
(@, max(Tl ) n2) B(P) d x(P) G 2,; fgg$j B(P). 

Proof. It follows from Lemma 8 that the function F(p) on the right (left) satisfies 

F(P) 3 (<> (2 - h? - ~,n2>WP) + UF(P). 

Since these are the functional inegualities corresponding to (lo), an application of 
Lemma 6 completes the proof. Q.E.D. 

These bounds are tight when rrl - 7~~ is small. In the important special case m1 = r2 
(and ~9~ = 0,) they yield x exactly. 

COROLLARY. When 0, = 0, = 6 and rl = TV = V, 

x = 20 - 0,) B 
B% . 
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4. SMALL LEARNING RATES 

In this section we will show that if 7r1 and ~a are fixed and (0, , 0,) approaches (0,O) 
along a line in the 19~ , Ba plane for which Bana > 19,~r , then r(p; 0, , 9a) -+ 0 for all 
0 < p < 1. Moreover the convergence is extremely rapid. The inequality Barr2 > 8,~~ 
may be thought of as indicating that A, is the most favorable response. When 0, = 8? 
this inequality reduces to 7~~ > QT~ as, intuitively, it should. Analogous results 
for B,nl > 0,~~ may be obtained by applying the results established below to 

r(l -P; 02 3 4 9 7T2 3 nr) and using Lemma 3. 
We assume throughout this section that (8, , 0,) is confined to a line through the 

origin in the 0r , 8, plane on which +a > t$rr . This line is characterized by the 
ratio 5 = 19,/o, , and 0, and 0, are of the form 

0 < 0 < min(l, l/t). Clearly [ > 0 and, if 

(14) 

For any X, 0 > 0, let $m,s be the function on [O,l] defined by 

&,8(P) = @J’s. 

Most of our effort in this section goes into the proof of the following lemma, 

LEMMA 9. There are positive constants y = y(w, 5) and z = z(w, 5) such that 

# fi,e is subregular and z,!I~,~ is superregular fey all 0 < B < min(1, l/Q. 

Proof. Foranyx>OandO<p<l, 

(U$l,e2!Lr,e)(P) = Ce ex”‘* se~(l--P~~e~lp + e--ae2PIe~Z(1 - p) + (1 - 7iip - ~a(1 - p))] 

= c,&,(p)[l + (est(l--p) - l)r,p - (1 - e-%9) ~~(1 -p)] 

by (13). Thus $a,B is subregular (superregular) for all 0 < 0 < min(1, l/i) if and 

only if 

(e2cf1--P) - 1) 7~ip > (,O(l - e--ZP) n,(l - p) 

for all 0 ,( p < 1. (The reader should note that these inequalities do not involve 0.) 
However the difference between the two sides of (15) is continuous throughout [0, I], 
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therefore these inequalities hold throughout [O,l] if and only if they hold throughout 
(O,l), i.e., 

(&(1-P) - 1) p 1 
(1 -e-iiyl_p 2 (Q;, 

for all 0 < p < 1. In terms of the function I/ on (- co,co) defined by 

sir x,e is subregular (superregular) for all 0 < B < min(1, l/l) if and only if 

(17) 

for all 0 <p < 1. 
Now 

V(u) = 1: euw dw, 

for all real U. Since the integrand is positive, V(U) > 0 for all real u. By taking the 
derivatives under the integral sign we see that 

Vck)(u) = jl wkeuw dw, 

for k = 1 or 2. Thus V’(u) > 0 for all real U, so V is strictly increasing. It follows that 

H(u) = In V(u), (18) 

is also strictly increasing. Furthermore 

H”(q = Jw V”(4 - (V’(4)” 
Wu) 

= 
s 

l(w -- V’(z.~)/V(c/‘(u))~ eUW dw/V(‘(u), 

SO N”(u) > 0 for all real u, and H is convex. 
Writing 

(17) and (18) give 

UJ> 4 = H(G4 -PI) - H(--xp), (19) 

f&v) = edC(Y,Z’. (26 
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We must now distinguish two cases. 

Case 1: 5 2 1. For 0 <p < 1, 

(~/~P>4(P, 4 = -~l~fww - PI> - H’(-@)I. 

Since H’([x(l - p)) 3 0, and 5 3 1, 

SH’(Sx(l -p)> - H’(--xP) 3 fqSx(l -P>) - w-XP) 
30 

since the convexity of H implies that H’ is nondecreasing. Equation 21 then yields 

so that 

41, 4 < d,(P, x> < 4(0,x), 

for all 0 <p < 1. But d,(l, X) = -H(--x) and A,(O, x) = H(&c), so 

-H(-x) G A,(P, 4 ,< H(b), 
or 

& <.f,(P, x) G V(i4 

for all 0 < p < 1 and x > 0. 

Case 2: [ < 1. In this case 

(22) 

4P, 54 < Oc(P, 4 < 4P> 4, 

since H is nondecreasing. We saw in Case 1, though, that A,(., X) is nonincreasing. 
Hence 

41, 54 e d,(P, 4 e 4(0,X>> 

i.e., 

--NC-b) < A,(P, x> < H(x). 
Therefore 

(23) 

for all 0 < p < 1 and x > 0. 
Returning for the moment to the general case, note that limu+n V(u) = 0, V(O) = 1) 
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and limu+m V(U) =co, and recall that V is continuous and strictly increasing. Since 
&JJ < 1, the equation 

V(x’) = l/Cm, (24) 

has a unique root x’ = x’(w, 5) in (O,oo), while the equation 

V(x”) = &ltJ, (25) 

has a unique root x” = x”(w, LJ in (-co, 0). N ow consider again the cases discussed 
above. In Case 1 (5 > 1) let 

y = -x” and x = x1/[. (26) 
Then from (22), 

1 1 
__ = __ < f,(P, Y), V(x”) C-Y) 

while 

fs(P, 2) < V(b) = V(x’), 

forall <p < l.InCase2(5 < 1)let 

y = -x”/[ and x = x’. (27) 

Then from (23) 

A- G.fdP,Y) V(x”) and .fdp, 4 < VW), 

for all 0 < p < 1. Therefore, in either case, 

for all 0 < p < 1. Referring back to the sentence containing Eq. 17 we see that 

4J Y,@ is subregular and #%,@ is superregular for all 0 < 8 < min( 1, l/c). Q.E.D. 
Though we will not need them below, we note that the proof gives simple formulas 

for y and z. The function V is defined by (16). The points x’ and X” are defined in 
terms of I’ by (24) and (29, and y and z are defined in terms of x’ and x” by (26) 
when t; 3 1 and by (27) when 5 < 1. 

It is easy to see that the classes of superregular and subregular functions are closed 
under addition and multiplication by nonnegative constants. Further, the constant 
functions are regular, hence both superregular and subregular. For any x > 0, 
&&l) > &&O) = 1, therefore 

4, o(p) = !hdP) - 1 
AIQJV) - 1 ’ (28) 
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is superregular or subregular if #z,B is, Also IJ+,~ E D, with q,,s(0) = 0 and cp,,,(l) = 1. 
Thus, combining Lemma 9 and Lemma 5 we obtain the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4. There are positive constants y = y(w, 5) and x = z(w, 5) such that 

for all0 < B < min(1, l/Q and0 <P ,< 1. 

COROLLARY. For any 0 < 0 < min(1, l/S) and 0 < p < 1, 

y(p) < l/&-P)‘@, 

so that 

if 0 <p < 1. 

Proof. A simple calculation shows that 

and the second factor on the right clearly does not exceed unity. 

(291 

(30) 

(31) 

Q.E.D. 
Equation 30 suggests that when the learning rates are small the probability of being 
absorbed on the unfavorable side is very small. 

Combining (31) with Theorem 2 we immediately obtain 

THEOREM 5. FOY 0 < p < 1, 

x(P) - 
2P 

&fr2 - f3p1 ’ 
as Q-0. 
Thus when Barra > 6,~~ (or, more generally, when Qra f Qr,) and 8 is small, the 
mean number of alternations is of the order of magnitude of l/0, and tends to be 
inversely proportional to the difference 1 6,~~ - 01~1 j in favorability between the 
two responses. When fIzrra = 8rzI and 0 is small the mean number of alternations is 
of the order of magnitude of l/P by Theorem 3. Thus if the learning rates are small 
we expect many more alternations when the two responses are approximately equally 
favorable than when one is much more favorable than the other. 

5. y AS AN ANALYTIC FUNCTION 

In this section we assume that the reader is familiar with the elements of the theory 
of analytic functions as presented, for example, by Knopp (1945), whose terminology 
we follow. 
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In order to motivate our results, consider the case 8, = 1, 0r < 1. Then, since 
y(O) = 0, (8) reduces to 

r(P) = 74 gl(PN4cvJ + dl -PI, (32) 
where 

&(P) = (1 - QP + 01. 

(We will also use the notation 

&d(P) = (1 - 4)P 

below.) Iterating (32), and recalling that y is continuous with y(l) = 1, we obtain 

r(P) = 4P)ll(P)? (33) 
where 

A(P) = fi ~l,&)~ 
YL=O 

l(P) = fi kl,&) + 2 (1 - ~I,T&(PNl~ 
TL=O 

.&,0(P) =P, and &n is the nth iterate of g, , n > 1. Since gr,Jp) = 
1 - (1 - &y(l - p), n > 0, the infinite products A(p) and J(p) converge for all 
complex numbers p. So the formula (33) serves to continue y analytically into the 
complex plane C. If ~a = rr then J(p) = 1 and y is entire. If ~a f r1 then y has a 
pole of order 1 at each point that is a zero of one of the factors of J(p). Since 
rrp + ma(l - p) = 0 if and only if p = c where 

these zeros are just the points g<:(c) that g,,, maps into c for some n 2 0. Note that 
c > 1 or c < 0 depending on whether “a > rrl or 7~~ < r1 , and that the sequence c, 

g1(4 .h!(c)~-* of poles is confined to [c,co) or (-co, c], respectively, in these two cases. 
These examples and that given by Theorem 1 suggest all of the possibilities for the 

qualitative analytic character of y that arise in the general case treated in Theorem 6, 
which summarizes our results. The theorem shows that y is always meromorphic 
and occasionally entire. Whenever there are poles, c is the one closest to [O,l]. 

If c is a pole and its distance from [O,l] is less than 1 then there will be points x 
in [O,l] such that the Taylor series 

y(p) = f 9 (p - x)n, 
n=o . 

(34) 
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about x does not converge for all 0 < p < 1. In such cases an attempt to compute 
the sequence (y(“)(x)} by the conventional method of substituting (34) into (8) and 
equating coefficients of (p - x)* on the two sides of the resulting equation seems 
doomed to failure. In fact, little progress has been made to date in computing these 
coefficients even in cases where this obstacle is not present. Theorem 6 gives some 
information about them. For instance, when c is a pole the standard formula for the 
radius of convergence yields 

for 0 < x < 1. Moreover the theorem specifies the sign of y’@(x) for all n 3 0. 
To state Theorem 6, some new notation will be needed. The function d is defined by 

A(y) = 7$(1 - (1 - Bay) - n,(l - (1 - @,)9, (35) 

for y 3 1. E is the set of all points that map into c under repeated application of 
g, andg, , i.e., 

E = {g;~(g;~‘_,(.*&,l(c)))): n 3 1 and ij = 1 or 2 for all 1 < j < n> u (cl. 

(36) 
For any real y, [y] is the smallest integer greater than y. Finally, we note from (5) 
that U may be regarded as an operator on complex valued functions of a complex 
variable. We shall sometimes so regard it below. 

THEOREM 6. ,%ppose B,rz > QI and 1 > i& , 0,. 

a. If rz > rI then y can be continued analytically throughout C - E. The point c is 
a pole of oyder 1 and every other point of E is either a pole of order 1 OT a regular point 
of y. For all n > 1 and 0 <p < 1, y(“)(p) > 0. 

b. Jf 7~~ = rI then y can be continued analytically ovey the entire complex plane. 
Foralln 3 1 and0 <p < 1, 

ncn--1)/Z 
0 < y(“)(p) < n! 2” 

rlJ(1 - 79 ’ 

where 7 = 1 - min(8, , 0,). 

c. If vg < 7r1 then there is a unique x > 1 for which A(x) = 0. 

i. If x is an integer, then y is a polynomial of degree x, and y(“)(p) > 0 ,fo~ all 
l<n<xandO<p<l. 

ii. If x is not an integer then y can be continued analytically throughout C - E. 
The point c is a pole of order 1, and every point of E is either a pole of order 1 or a regular 
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point of y. For any 0 < p < 1, y(“)(p) > 0 if 1 < n < [x] or if n - [x] is a positive 
even integer, and y(@( p) < 0 if n - [x] is a positive odd integer. 

The functional equation (8) holds for all of the extensions described above. 
The proof of Theorem 6 is fairly routine, but rather intricate. Limitations of space 

prevent inclusion of more than the following brief sketch. 
Sketch of proof. An inequality is obtained relating the quantities 1 ( Um$)cn) / for 

a smooth function 4. When #J(O) = 0 and $(l) = 1 this inequality yields a bound 
for 1 yen) / on taking the limit as nz -00. When r r = rra this bound is the expression 
on the right side of (37), and it follows that y is entire. When vi f 7~s this bound 
shows that y can be extended to a function analytic in an oval including [O,l] and 
having c on its boundary. The functional equation (8) can be rewritten Wy = y where 

and w(x) = ~r.z/(~rx + n,(l - z)). Th e f unctions Wny provide a sequence of analytic 
continuations of y into regions whose union is C - E. From the equation WY(X) = y(x) 
it can be seen that c is at worst a pole of order 1 of y, and from this it follows that 
each point of E is either a pole of order 1 or a regular point. If c is regular, all are 
regular. To prove the assertion about the signs of the derivatives of y, we consider, 
for each hypothesis about the parameters of the model, the class of nonnegative 
functions having derivatives with the pattern of signs indicated by the theorem, with, 
however, strict inequalities replaced by weak inequalities. It is shown that U preserves 
this class. Since I belongs to this class and ( UmZ)(n)(p) + y(“)(p) as m +co, y belongs 
to this class also. A supplementary argument using the analyticity of y yields strict 
inequalities. Finally, the above results on the signs of the derivatives of y and the 
entirety of y if c is a regular point are shown to preclude regularity of c in cases (a) 
and (cii). Q.E.D. 

Surveying the cases treated in Theorem 6 we see that in all of them y”(p) > 0 
for 0 < p < 1. This implies that if p, has a distribution F with mean p and positive 
variance, and if corresponding probabilities and expectations are indicated by subscript 
F’s, then 

P&m inf 4,) = EFMPI)I 
3 Y(P) + o&lY”(P) EFKPI - P*)Y2 

> y(p) = P,(lim inf A,,,). 

Thus, if the distribution of p, over a group of animals has mean l/2 and positive 
variance, the proportion absorbed on the unfavorable side will tend to exceed the 
corresponding proportion for zero variance. 

Since all of the stat rats for the .75 group of Experiment 1 of Weinstock, et al. (1965) 
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had p, = l/2, and since there is no reason to believe that this condition was met by 
all of the real rats, the above result may help to explain why a few more real rats 
than stat rats were absorbed on the unfavorable side. 
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